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PET radiotracer imaging with the labeled glucose

analogue [18F]-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) is increas-

ingly being used in oncology imaging because of its

usefulness in detecting and staging cancer and

metastatic disease [1–4]. For most clinical or

research applications of PET, functional measure-

ments of radiotracer uptake require PET images of

diagnostic quality together with correlative anatomic

imaging to permit optimal interpretation of this

uptake. In particular, in the clinical setting of an

FDG-PET scan performed for initial tumor staging,

the clinical significance of a given focus of increased

FDG uptake depends on the location of the focus,

the type of tumor staged, the multiplicity of uptake

foci, and the therapeutic options available for the

patient. FDG-PET scans often require a recently

performed anatomic imaging study for correlation

and final PET interpretation. A CT examination is the

most common such anatomic imaging study acquired.

Visual coregistration of FDG-PET and CT is then

performed to reach a final diagnosis with the

morphology of a lesion on CT adding further to the

specificity of the reading. In some instances, how-

ever, the time interval between CT and PET

examinations or the inability perfectly to co-register

the two prevents optimal interpretation.
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Software registration techniques can provide more

accurate localization than achievable with visual co-

registration of separate anatomic and functional

images. The software registration field offers a host

of advanced algorithms for aligning two scans [5,6].

These algorithms range from simple scaling methods

to dynamic transformations based on mutual infor-

mation in the images [7] and other methods. Software

registration has been proved to work well for rigid

body applications, such as brain imaging [8]. Whole-

body studies, however, in which deformable organs

change in shape and location because of variable

inspiration and patient movement, require nonrigid

registration algorithms that are prone to errors

especially at boundaries [9]. Erroneous registrations

force transformations on the PET image that could

lead to errors in disease localization and diagnosis.

For example, the clinical significance of a focus of

FDG uptake changes greatly when it is mapped to the

mediastinum instead of the adjacent lung paren-

chyma. Similarly, a focus of FDG uptake is inter-

preted differently if localized to the chest wall or the

adjacent lung periphery. Software registration of

separate scans must overcome challenges varying in

complexity from different image sizes to disease

progression between scans taken at significantly

different times. In addition, there has been no

systematic validation of any nonrigid registration

method, unlike the use of the Vanderbilt PET/CT-MR

imaging brain data set [8] for testing rigid registra-

tion methods.

An alternative to software registration is a single

device with both functional and anatomic capacities.

This device, through its shared mechanical compo-
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nents, provides a straightforward hardware solution to

the alignment of anatomic and functional images.

One of the original combined devices was a CT and

single-photon emission CT system developed by

Lang et al in 1992 [10]. Although their original

system was fully integrated with shared electronics

and detectors, their design evolved into a combina-

tion of independent CT and single photon emission

CT devices to improve performance. The first

PET/CT scanner was introduced in 1998 through a

collaboration of the National Cancer Institute, CTI

PET Systems (Knoxville, Tennessee), and the Uni-

versity of Pittsburgh [11]. This scanner was con-

structed from independent, previously developed

CT and PET scanners. The combination of indepen-

dent components remains the standard for scanner

design today.

PET/CT scanners provide a simple solution to the

localization task. Fig. 1 presents a PET/CT scan with

the separate PET (Fig. 1A) and CT (Fig. 1B) sagittal
Fig. 1. Example of tumor localization and hardware image alig

(B) sagittal reformatted CT image, and (C) PET/CT image with CT

color scale. The PET/CT image reveals tumor localization in the r
images of the head and the combined PET/CT image

(Fig. 1C). This hardware alignment of the images

reveals that a tumor is located in the right retropha-

ryngeal space, an interpretation difficult to make on

the basis of a CT alone.

Along with offering an aligned functional and

anatomic image, the CT component can supply infor-

mation for PET attenuation correction. Conventional

PET scans require a lengthy transmission scan to

perform attenuation correction of the emission data

for accurate radiotracer uptake quantitation. The

attenuation image from the CT provides a fast,

noise-free alternative thereby significantly reducing

overall scan time and noise contributions from the

transmission scan.

Although the clinical role of PET/CT has not

been clearly defined, an increasing number of clinical

studies have explored the application of PET/CT in

cancer diagnosis, staging, and prognosis. The scope

of these PET/CT studies encompasses tumors of the
nment using a PET/CT scanner. (A) Sagittal PET image,

component in gray scale and PET image in red temperature

ight retropharyngeal space (arrow).
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head and neck [12–14], thyroid [15], lung [13,16],

gastrointestinal tract [17–19], pelvis [19–21], and

spine [22]. A recent study has reported improved

reader confidence in discerning and localizing meta-

bolic abnormalities, although with variable impact on

staging accuracy and management [23]. Clearly, more

evidence is needed to establish the appropriate

clinical settings and expected benefits for diagnostic

and staging PET/CT studies.

PET/CT is also finding potential value for

radiation therapy planning. In particular, with recent

advances in intensity-modulated radiation therapy, it

is now possible to treat tumors while reducing

radiation doses to nontarget organs compared with

traditional techniques. This, however, requires precise

delineation of target tissues. Although preliminary

studies have explored the use of software-based

image registration of PET and CT for radiation

treatment planning [24,25], studies of PET/CT in

radiation treatment planning remain in early feasi-

bility stages [26].

This article focuses on PET/CT instrumentation,

presenting a brief review of the current commer-

cial PET/CT systems and discussing some of the

benefits, major limitations, and future promise of

this technology.
PET/CT scanner design

In a broad sense, a PET/CT scanner consists of

three main components: (1) a PET scanner, (2) a CT

scanner, and (3) a patient bed. Currently, all of the

major commercial systems consist of a PET com-

ponent with independent detectors, electronics, and

acquisition system, and a CT component with its
Fig. 2. Illustration of the major PE
own set of independent modules. Because the main

impetus for a combined system lies in the ability to

understand functional activity better, there remains

some debate about the required CT imaging capabili-

ties on these systems. Currently, vendors offer many

options for the CT component including 2- through

16-slice systems.

A drawing highlighting the major components of

a typical PET/CT scanner appears in Fig. 2. A single

bed moves axially into the scanner while the patient

receives first a CT scan and then a PET scan. Even

though many of the design challenges in this scanner,

such as gantry rotation and data collection, have

already been solved in their independent scanner

technologies, this combined system presented several

new challenges. For instance, the patient bed needed

to be redesigned to reduce vertical deflection as it

traveled into the axial field of view. Because the

original CT or PET beds would have resulted in

serious vertical misalignment between the scans, each

vendor developed unique patient handling systems

for their PET/CT scanner. Another nontrivial chal-

lenge lies in the need to service the scanner modules,

each of which needs to be accessed from both sides.

Table 1 provides some key specifications for all of

the current, commercial PET/CT systems. It should

be stressed that these systems cannot be fully

compared with the summarized listing presented

here; a thorough understanding of the underlying

influence of each parameter, such as the benefits of

two-dimensional versus fully three-dimensional PET

or different PET transmission modes, should be taken

into account when comparing scanners. A discussion

of two-dimensional versus fully three-dimensional is

given elsewhere in this issue; transmission modes are

discussed later.
T/CT scanner components.



Table 1

Key specifications for current commercial PET/CT scanners

GEHSa CPS

DLS DST PICOb HIREZc Philipsd Gemini

Scanner

Patient port diameter (cm) 70 (CT) tapered

to 59 (PET)

70 70 70 70 (CT) and 63

(PET)

Min room size (ft) 13.4 � 24 14 � 24 15 � 24.8 15 � 24.8 14 � 24

PET TX modese X-ray, 68Ge X-ray X-ray X-ray X-ray, 137Cs

Bed type Double

cantilever

Double

cantilever

Fixed with

sliding support

Fixed with

sliding support

Single cantilever

with center support

Coscan length (cm) 160/200 160 182 182 190

Max bed load (lbs) 400 400 450 450 430

PET component Nxi — Wide-bore Accel — Wide-bore Allegro

Detector material BGO BGO LSO LSO GSO

Acquisition mode 2D/3D 2D/3D 3D 3D 3D

Detectors per ring 672 420 384 624 616

Det ring diameter (cm) 92.7 88.6 83 83 90

Crystal dim (mm)

trans � axial � thick

4.0 � 8.0 � 30 6.3 � 6.3 � 30 6.45 � 6.45 � 25 4.0 � 4.0 � 20 4.0 � 6.0 � 20

Number of rings 18 24 24 39 29

Transaxial FOV (cm) 55 70 58.5 58.5 57.6

Image planes 35 � 4.3 47 � 3.3 47 � 3.4 81 � 2.0 90 � 2.0

Axial FOV (cm) 15.2 15.7 16.2 16.2 18

CT component Lightspeed Lightspeed Somatom Somatom

Brilliance 16

or Mx8000 Dual

Transaxial FOV 50 50 50 50 50

Number of slices 4 8 8 16 2 16 6 16 2 16

Min slice

thickness (mm)

0.63 0.63 0.63 0.625 1.0 0.6 1.0 0.6 0.5 0.6

Max slice cole (mm) 20 20 20 20 10 22.5 15 22.5 20 24

Min rotation time (s) 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.8 0.6 0.6 0.42 0.5 0.5

Max tube current (mA) 440 440 440 440 240 500 345 500 400 500

Abbreviations: FOV, field of view; TX, transmission; 2D, two-dimensional; 3D, three dimensional.
a General Electric Healthcare (www.gehealthcare.com) Discovery [LS and ST] are both offered with 4-, 8-, or 16- slice

CT scanners.
b CPS PICO (www.cpspet.com) sold through CTI Molecular Imaging (www.ctimi.com) as the Reveal [RT or XVI] and

through Siemens (www.medical.siemens.com) as the Biograph 2.
c CPS HIREZ sold through CTI as Reveal [HiRez(6) or XVI HiRez] and through Siemens as Biograph [6 or 16].
d Philips Medical Systems (www.medical.philips.com).
e Maximum slice collimation at isocenter.
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Many PET/CT scanners have a patient port with a

larger diameter than stand-alone PET systems. Con-

ventionally, a CT scanner has a port with a diameter

of 70 cm, whereas a dedicated PET scanner has a port

diameter of 60 cm. Newer PET/CT scanners feature

a port diameter of 70 cm to match the CT port

facilitating the scanning of patients with the common

CT protocol calling for arms positioned above the

head (see Table 1; Fig. 3). The larger aperture also

increases patient comfort. This wider port required

the reduction of the detector module end shielding.

Another design change for the PET component is the
use of a smaller detector ring diameter than stand-

alone PET systems to reduce external dimensions.

During fully three-dimensional PET acquisition, the

combined effect of the reduced end shielding and

reduced detector ring diameter leads to a larger

field of view for random and scattered coincidences

(see Fig. 3). Even with accurate scatter and random

coincidence corrections, the increased levels of

these factors result in increased noise in the emis-

sion image.

In a typical PET/CT protocol, the operator

initiates a whole-body scout CT scan (�2–10 s) to



Fig. 3. Illustration of detector modules for dedicated PET scanner and PET/CT PET component operating in fully three-

dimensional mode. The overall diameter of the patient port for the PET/CT PET component is typically greater. The PET/CT

component also typically has a reduced detector ring diameter and shorter end shielding resulting in the undesirable behavior of

accepting more random and scattered coincidences from outside the true coincidence field of view.
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select a scan region. Then a whole-body, helical CT

scan (�30 s–2 min) precedes the PET scan (approxi-

mately 5–45 minutes). Fig. 4 presents a flowchart of

the major steps that occur from acquisition to image

display. After acquisition, the CT processor corrects

and reconstructs the CT data into an image. Then, to

perform CT-based attenuation correction, the CT

image is downsampled to PET resolution and

translated (scaled with the bilinear or hybrid method

discussed later) to 511-keV energies. The translated

image is forward projected into the PET data format

and used to correct the original PET emission data.

These attenuation-corrected PET data are recon-

structed on the PET processor. Finally, the images

are overlaid and displayed on a shared console. There

are several variations from this protocol using more
Fig. 4. Flow chart of a typical PET/CT operation. Attenuation cor

(B) conventional PET transmission source.
sophisticated final image registration or attenuation-

correction techniques. These variations are the topics

of the next two sections.
Combined image display in PET/CT

The combination of anatomic and functional

images is often called ‘‘fusion.’’ It should be stressed

that the images are never ‘‘fused’’ together and there

is no DICOM mechanism for transferring aligned

PET/CT images. The term ‘‘fusion’’ in this field often

refers to the visualization of two distinct images on

the same display and is probably better denoted as

‘‘merged.’’ There are several methods for merging

images on a single display [27] and a common
rection factors can be obtained from either (A) CT-based or
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PET/CT method is ‘‘alpha’’ blending. In this method,

the color display values in the PET image are aver-

aged with those of the CT image and the contribution

of the PET versus the CT in the final image can be

varied with the alpha term, which ranges from 0 � a
� 1. Also, side-by-side viewing of the PET emission

and CT images with ‘‘locked cursors’’ is a useful

technique because overlaying images causes a reduc-

tion in the CT contrast [27].

Despite strong benefits over software registration,

PET/CT images can have alignment errors. Incorrect

calibration of the PET/CT system, patient movement,

and respiratory or cardiac motion can lead to align-

ment errors in the final images. A PET/CT system

calibration requires accurate alignment of the CT

gantry, PET gantry, and bed [28]. Currently, there are

no standards for testing the alignment of PET/CT

scanners. Patient movement during and between the

CT and PET scans also remains a concern.

Along with errors from calibration and patient

movement, PET/CT scans remain subject to errors

from respiratory motion. The CT scan rapidly

captures an image, often taken during full inspiration,

and the PET scan captures an averaged respiratory

cycle [29]. Several organs, especially the liver and

spleen, experience deviations both in volume and

position during respiration. Nakamoto et al [30]

showed that when using a PET/CT protocol calling

for no breathholds, the liver in the PET image is on

average slightly larger (1%–7% larger in some

dimensions) than the CT and the spleen is slightly

smaller. As expected, the greatest respiratory devia-

tions occur in the upper margin of the liver and

lower margin of the spleen. Statistically, across many

cases, these organ deviations between the scans are

modest, but in individual cases these deviations

could result in inaccurate localization. Choosing an

optimal breathing protocol can help to reduce these

deviations. Goerres et al [31] have shown that a

breathhold at the end of a normal expiration (non-

forced) during the CT scan and normal respiration

during the PET scan can significantly reduce the

respiratory errors found in several other conventional

protocols. Given these possible alignment difficul-

ties, registration algorithms may still have a role to

play in a PET/CT scanner for small-scale rigid or

nonrigid alignment.
CT-based attenuation correction

A brief review of CT-based attenuation correction

for PET/CT scanners is provided next. For a more
detailed description, readers are referred to the review

article by Kinahan et al [32]. As photons travel

through matter they can be absorbed or scattered. The

combination of these interactions forces the attenua-

tion of transmitted photons. This effect is often

characterized by the linear attenuation coefficient l,
defined as the probability per unit path length that a

photon undergoes photoelectric absorption or Comp-

ton scatter so that it is not detected.

The goal of CT imaging is to generate an

attenuation map, whereas attenuation of the annihi-

lation photons is a major source of error in PET

imaging, if uncorrected. In PET, the matter in the

body nonuniformly attenuates photons resulting in

erroneous information about the actual quantity of

radiotracer. Without corrections for this physical

effect, PET images have quantitatively inaccurate

activity concentrations with a spatial dependence. A

thorough discussion of the ongoing debate regarding

the need to perform attenuation correction is beyond

the scope of this article [33,34].

Attenuation correction with PET/CT

To correct for the effects of attenuation, one needs

to have knowledge of the linear attenuation coeffi-

cient for 511-keV photons along each line of response

of the PET scanner. This knowledge can be obtained

by performing a patient-specific transmission scan

with an external source, similar in concept to a CT

scan but at PET photon energies. Conventional

PET scanners use either a 68Ge-68Ga rod sources of

positrons for 511-keV annihilation photons or 137Cs

point sources of 662-keV single-photon gamma rays

for acquiring a transmission scan, which can then be

reconstructed as an attenuation image if desired for,

say, noise suppression techniques (Fig. 5). The

transmission scan is either then used directly or the

reconstructed attenuation image is forward projected

to provide attenuation correction factors for each

PET line of response. Either approach uses the PET

detectors for the data collection resulting in images

with high levels of noise and low resolution com-

pared with CT images. In addition, significant patient

acquisition time is needed to collect sufficient pho-

tons to form a useable attenuation image. Using

positron sources, common protocols often require

approximately 3 to 7 minutes per bed position to form

an attenuation image that is later segmented to reduce

the noise. To form an adequate measured attenuation

image (not requiring segmentation), one needs to do

transmission scans of greater than 10 minutes per bed

position depending on patient thickness (see Fig. 5

for a comparison of scan times). The time for a



Coincident photon  
Ge-68/Ga-68 (511 keV) 

Single photon 
Cs-137 (662 keV) 

X-ray 
(~30-140kVp) 

high noise 
~12-45 min scan time 

no bias 
lowest contrast 

post injection contamination  

lower noise 
~4-20 min scan time 

some bias 
lower contrast 

post injection contamination  

no noise 
~20 sec scan time 

potential for significant bias 
high contrast 

no post injection contamination  

Fig. 5. Transmission scans used to collect attenuation information for PET attenuation-correction factors.
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transmission image in a typical PET scan can re-

present as much as half of the total scan time [35].

With a PET/CT scanner, attenuation correction of

the PET data can also be performed based on the CT

transmission image (see Fig. 5). CT scans are orders

of magnitude faster than PET transmission scans.

This time reduction represents a significant benefit

both in the overall throughput ability of a scanner and

in patient comfort. Furthermore, CT images are

virtually noise free and unaffected by emission

photons. For reasons of scheduling efficiency, PET

transmission scans are usually acquired 30 to 60 min-

utes after injection of FDG. When conventional

PET transmission scans are taken postinjection, the

photons from the radioisotope decay are collected

along with the transmission photons, effectively

contaminating the transmission scan. Because of the

overwhelming flux from CT scanners, the photons

from the decay do not affect the CT image. Fig. 5

summarizes these factors. Consequently, all PET/CT

scanners have the capability of performing CT-based

attenuation correction. CT transmission images, how-

ever, can result in biased PET attenuation correction
factors. The following discussion addresses the cause

of and some solutions for this bias.
Causes of CT-based attenuation correction bias

To correct accurately for the attenuation of

511-keV PET photons, one needs to have knowledge

of the attenuation coefficient for 511-keV photons

along each line of response of the PET scanner. Un-

fortunately, CT transmission images use photons in

the range of 30 to 130 keV, resulting in incorrect

estimates of the attenuation of 511-keV photons [32].

Attenuation coefficients are dependent on the

photon energy and the type of material. In diagnostic

imaging, the attenuation of photons is dominated by

Compton scattering and photoelectric absorption

interactions. Fig. 6 plots the total linear attenuation

coefficients for muscle and bone along with their

contributing photoelectric and Compton scatter com-

ponents. Note that for energies below 50 keV,

photoelectric absorption dominates and for higher

energies in this range, Compton scatter dominates.



Fig. 6. Linear attenuation coefficients for bone and muscle tissue in the range of 10 to 1000 keV. Photoelectric absorption is the

main contributor to the attenuation of photons at lower energies, whereas Compton scattering dominates at higher energies.
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Another way to study the attenuation for a given

material is to remove the dependence on material

density r, leaving only a dependence on material

atomic information and photon energy. This new term

l/q, the mass attenuation coefficient, appears in Fig. 7

for several biologic materials. In the region where

Compton scattering dominates, the mass attenuation

coefficients for all of the materials converge. An

x-ray source emits photons with energies in the range

of 30 to 130 keV where photoelectric absorption
Fig. 7. Total mass attenuation coefficients for several biologic m

x-ray and PET transmission sources.
dominates; PET imaging occurs at 511 keV where

Compton scattering dominates. Fig. 7 in relation to

Fig. 6 shows that the 511-keV photon travel distance

is dependent on the density of the material and only

slightly dependent on the composition of the material.

Attenuation of 30- to 130-keV photons, however, is

dependent on the atomic composition of the material

and density. That is, bone and adipose tissue attenuate

photons very differently at 30 keV, but not at 511 keV.

Fig. 7 reveals that there is not a simple linear rela-
aterials along with the spectral distribution for photons in
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tionship between x-ray attenuation values and PET

attenuation values for all materials. Using a single

scaling term to convert linear attenuation coefficients

from CT energies to PET energies results in bias in

the estimated attenuation image.

Even if one could differentiate the materials from

each other and use a unique scaling term for each

material, there is still some error because of the

polyenergetic spectra of the x-ray source. In PET

imaging, positrons annihilate causing the emission of

two photons precisely at 511 keV with intensity I0.

The intensity, I, of these monoenergetic photons as

they travel a distance t through matter along line t0

follows the attenuation law

I tð Þ ¼ I0 exp �
Zt

0

l t0;E ¼ 511keVð Þdt0
1
A

0
@ ð1Þ

In contrast, an x-ray tube produces photons with wide

spectra of energies (see Fig. 7). The intensity, I, of

this polyenergetic photon beam as it travels distance

t along a line is essentially the sum of the intensities

of the photons at each energy, E, represented in the

energy-weighted integral

I tð Þ ¼
ZEmax

0

I Eð ÞdE

¼
ZEmax

0

I0 Eð Þexp �
Zt

0

l t0;Eð Þdt0
1
AdE

0
@ ð2Þ

Photoelectric absorption is dominant for lower

energies causing a preferential attenuation of lower-

energy photons. This forces the original energy

spectrum to shift to higher energies resulting in

the well-known beam-hardening effect. All commer-

cial CT systems correct for beam-hardening during

image reconstruction.

Even with beam-hardening corrections, there is

no simple calibration to return to the true linear

attenuation coefficients. CT images are represented in

Hounsfield units (HU),

H x; yð Þ ¼ 1000
l̂l x; yð Þ
l̂lwater

� 1

��
ð3Þ

where l (x,y) is the CT scanner’s measured attenua-

tion value at coordinate (x,y). This scale forces all

water in the image have the value H = 0 and other

materials to be relative to water. The conversion of

CT HUs to linear attenuation coefficients is scanner-
specific and even related to the path the photons had

to travel. To get a sense of this conversion, Fig. 8

plots the measured HU of a few common tissues for a

CT scanner with a tube voltage of 120 kV (peak)

[36]. The fact that CT images must be represented

with this relative scale without a direct conversion to

linear attenuation coefficients further confounds the

conversion of a CT attenuation image into a mono-

energetic PET attenuation image.

Determining PET attenuation correction factors

from CT

There are two common methods for converting

CT image values to a 511-keV attenuation map.

Simulation studies have shown that linear scaling

from CT energies to other energies works well for

materials with low atomic numbers (Z) [37]. Fig. 7

reinforces these findings because the soft tissues have

very similar curves. High-Z materials, such as bone,

do not scale the same as the soft tissues. This is the

basis of using linear relationships to define the

scaling factors of different tissue regions.

The bilinear conversion method uses a linear

relationship with one slope for soft regions (air-water

mixtures) and another slope for bone regions (water–

bone mixtures) [38–40]. CT numbers in the range of

�1000 <H< 0 are considered to represent regions

with a mixture of air and soft tissue; CT numbers H> 0

represent regions with mixture of soft tissue and bone.

Similarly, the hybrid conversion method uses two

linear relationships for regions considered either soft

tissue or bone. For this method, the air-water regions

are defined as �1000 < H< 300 and the air-bone

mixture regions as H> 300 [41]. For the air-bone

mixture regions, the linear relationship changes its

y-intercept (not slope).

Fig. 8 displays the scaling relationship between

CT numbers and the linear attenuation coefficients at

511-keV PET for the bilinear and hybrid methods.

Note the correlation between the measured CT number

values and the conversion methods. These conver-

sion methods have been shown to provide attenuation

corrections comparable with Ge-68 and Cs-137 trans-

mission scans [42,43] for biologic materials.

Additional challenges for CT-based attenuation

correction

As discussed in the image display section, spatial

mismatch between the CT and PET scan can occur.

Any form of patient movement and respiratory mo-

tion leads to erroneous attenuation correction factors

resulting in degraded emission images [29,44]. CT



Fig. 8. A 511-keV linear attenuation coefficient, m, of several biologic materials as a function of CT number. CT numbers were

measured from a CT scanner with a tube voltage of 120 kV (peak) [34]. The hybrid and bilinear conversion methods translate CT

attenuation numbers to PET 511-keV attenuation values.
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scans often acquire a peak inspiration, whereas PET

scans collect an averaged respiratory cycle. Fig. 9

shows the effects of respiratory motion in an image.

Fig. 9C presents a CT taken during normal breathing

with a liver artifact and Fig. 9D shows how this error

appears in the attenuation-corrected PET image. In

contrast, the CT in Fig. 9A, taken during a breathhold

at normal expiration, has no errors and consequently

the attenuation-corrected PET image (Fig. 9B) has

no errors.

Qi et al [45] studied how the errors from

respiratory mismatch propagate into the PET image

through the attenuation correction. Fig. 10 shows the

root mean square error of emission images from their

true values when attenuation-correction factors are

obtained at different points in the respiratory cycle.

These results show that in some cases the least error

occurs when the CT scan is taken at the middle of a

breath. This partial expiration CT may, however, have

reduced diagnostic quality. In the future, respiratory

gated emission scans may offer another solution to

alleviate these errors [46].

CT contrast agents further complicate the con-

version of CT numbers to linear attenuation coef-

ficients at 511 keV [47,48]. Contrast (caused by

its atomic composition) strongly attenuates 30- to

140-keV x-ray photons by photoelectric absorption,

leading to the desired enhanced regions in the
CT image. Compton scattering dominates 511 keV

annihilation photon attenuation, however, and mass

attenuation is only weakly dependent on atomic

composition. For instance, a contrast region in the

CT image may have a CT number higher than bone

(H > 1000), but 511-keV PET photons experience

only the same attenuation as water (H = 0). Fig. 11

plots the mass attenuation coefficient versus energy

for biologic material and the common intravenous

contrast agent, iodine. The x-ray energy spectra and

PET energy is overlaid on this graph to highlight

the discrepancy between the attenuation values. In

essence, the scale factor that predicts the attenua-

tion at 511 keV for bone or soft tissue overesti-

mates the attenuation at 511 keV for contrast agents.

This error results in inaccurate uptake values in the

emission scan.

Although initial studies indicate that these contrast

errors may not be significant for diagnosis in a variety

of cases [49], they afflict longitudinal studies where

quantitation is important. Moreover, focal accumu-

lation can occur, for example, in the case of oral

contrast caused by delay in intestinal passage and in

the case of intravenous contrast caused by bolus

injections. These focal accumulations can result in

strong artifacts in the attenuation-corrected PET

image. One specific solution for oral contrast is to

use a negative contrast agent (to alleviate the scaling



Fig. 9. Effect of respiratory motion in CT propagates into

the emission image through the attenuation correction.

(A) CT image using breathhold during thorax scan.

(B) PET image using attenuation correction factors from

Fig. 9A. (C) CT image of different patient during normal

breathing. (D) PET image using attenuation correction

factors from Fig. 9C clearly shows an artifact above liver

(arrow) caused by the liver dome being mirrored at the

right lung base. (Courtesy of Thomas Beyer, PhD, Uni-

versity of Essen, Essen, Germany.)

Fig. 10. Root mean square error (RMSE) of simulated

emission images reconstructed with attenuation correction

factors collected at different times in the respiratory cycle.

The error calculated from a lesion in the dome of the liver.

(Courtesy of Jinyi Qi, PhD, University of California at

Davis, Davis, CA.)
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discrepancy) with a better bowel distention (to reduce

accumulation) [50]. Fig. 12 presents an example of

intravenous contrast agents causing artifacts in the

attenuation-corrected PET image. Fig. 12C is the

difference image between emission images using

attenuation-correction factors from contrast CT and

noncontrast CT. The greatest errors are caused by

the focal accumulation of contrast along the aorta

and are caused by respiratory motion mismatch. Dif-

fuse contrast collection, such as in the kidneys, causes
little to no error in the emission image (Fig. 12C,

arrow 3). A general solution for these errors is to use

segmentation methods to define contrast-enhanced

regions and then use appropriate scaling terms in

these regions [51,52].

Metallic objects, such as prostheses [53] and

dental implants [54], also complicate the use of CT-

based attenuation correction. CT transmission scans

are more prone to produce strong artifacts around

metallic objects than the common PET transmis-

sion scans. These artifacts propagate through the

attenuation correction into the emission image.

Lower-dose CT can help reduce some of these arti-

facts. Currently, there are no clear methods for

overcoming this challenge.

Dual-energy x-ray imaging provides a more

accurate solution for getting 511-keV attenuation

information. Collecting two (or more) scans with

x-ray beams at different energies allows one to

decouple the photoelectric absorption and Compton

scattering components from the total linear attenua-

tion coefficients [55]. These individual components

can then be scaled separately to any energy, such as

511 keV for PET, and added to obtain the total

attenuation coefficient. This method has some draw-

backs because of the need for a second CT scan

requiring more dosage for the patient and more time.

A potential solution is to use a single CT scan with

alternating x-ray energies on alternating slices [56] or

to use a second very-low-dose CT scan. Both the

dual-energy decoupling and a low-dose CT scan



Fig. 11. Figure illustrating that mass attenuation coefficient of iodine is appreciably different from biologic tissue at CT energies,

whereas similar at PET 511-keV energy.
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contribute noise that is unacceptable for a diagnostic

CT image. For PET attenuation correction, however,

the image quality is likely acceptable.

CT truncation and beam-hardening artifacts also

lead to errors in the attenuation-corrected image.

Current helical CT offers a transverse field of view of

50 cm, about 20 cm less than the PET imaging field

of view. This poses a problem considering that most

patients are imaged arms down during PET scans for

patient comfort. Truncation of the CT image results in

missing information for certain lines of response in

the emission image. The wrong attenuation correction

factors are further compounded with any beam-
Fig. 12. (A) Nonenhanced CT image. (B) Intravenous contrast-enh

image obtained by subtracting the emission scans after attenuation

superimposed on Fig. 12B for anatomic localization of errors). D

difference in blue, and negative differences in green shades. The

elevated uptake values caused by focal contrast accumulation. A

Arrow 3 illustrates an example where contrast agent accumulation

there may be quantitative changes.
hardening artifacts. Methods have been developed

to reduce these errors and estimate the missing

information [57,58]. Fig. 13 provides a simulated

example of the artifacts from using truncated CT for

attenuation correction.

A general approach to help alleviate all of these CT

attenuation-correction challenges is to adopt appro-

priate acquisition protocols [59]. For instance, accept-

ing an intentional breathing pattern can help reduce

respiratory motion artifacts. Likewise, the required CT

quality governs many of the parameters found here

including contrast agents, respiratory patterns, patient

positioning, and likelihood of truncation.
anced CT image through same coronal plane. (C) Difference

correction by A or B, respectively (the difference data are

ifference image shows positive differences in white, zero

white region along the aorta (arrow 1) shows incorrectly

rrow 2 highlights the error caused by respiratory motion.

does not significantly alter PET image appearance, although



Fig. 13. Simulation example of truncation errors in attenuation-corrected PET images. Top row shows gray scale CT images;

bottom row shows associated inverse gray scale PET emission images. Truncating CT data in the second column causes

significant artifacts in the PET image. Simple extrapolation of CT data as done in the third column helps reduce such artifacts.

FOV, field of view.
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Several factors complicate the use of CT for PET

attenuation correction. It should be stressed that the

benefits of CT attenuation correction, namely its

noise-free quality and speed, significantly outweigh

these complications and have motivated the trend of

vendors to offer only CT-based attenuation correc-

tion. The clinician needs to be aware of the possible

causes of bias in the attenuation correction and should

carefully inspect all three images (CT and PET

emission with and without attenuation correction)

when appropriate.
Present and future summary

Even though the clinical efficacy of PET/CT has

not been proved, this technology has become

extremely popular in the last 4 years, with approxi-

mately 400 installed scanners worldwide. PET/CT

offers a simple hardware solution for viewing ana-

tomic and functional images and a significant reduc-

tion in emission imaging time because of the use of

CT-based attenuation correction. These same benefits

also pose technical challenges. Specifically, the final

image alignment is still prone to minor error and the

translation of CT values to PET energies for attenua-

tion correction suffers from several complications.

The future of PET/CT awaits the results from

clinical studies evaluating this technology for tasks
including diagnosis, serial follow-up, and radiation

treatment planning. In the meantime, PET/CT sys-

tems continue to evolve to include improved software

and hardware features. New techniques are being

explored for CT-guided PET image reconstruction

ultimately to improve detection or quantitation

[60–62]. Methods for gated PET offer promising

solutions for respiratory motion artifacts [46]. This

new technology coupled with the dynamic benefits of

multislice CT may provide valuable information for

coronary disease [63]. In general, the overall pro-

gression of PET/CT scanners is to supply better PET

performance through faster, smaller detectors and

improved electronics. The CT component trend is to

offer more slices providing faster scans and catering

to cardiology applications. There is also a need for

less expensive hardware perhaps through a truly

integrated system with shared gantries, electronics,

and processors. At the current rate of progress, PET/

CT is poised to become an effective, accessible, and

widely used imaging modality.
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